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Foreword

any news of an exhibition of the work of james 
cowie brings, in me at least and i suspect in many 
others, an initial quickening of the pulse. in some 
respects james cowie is not an artist who might 
be expected to raise the passions. His work is quiet 
and gentle. there is nothing here of the vigour 
and brightness of the colourists; there is nothing 
here of the challenge or surprise that one might 
find in contemporary conceptual art. this is lovely, 
reflective drawing and painting. this is a marvellous 
window into a restrained and cautious scotland –  
a scotland that is still there and the echoes of which 
might still be heard in that part of the country that 
gave us this modest, conscientious artist.

i came to him through his magnificent Portrait 
group in the collection of the scottish National 
Gallery of modern art. that painting haunts me –  
i can gaze at it for a long time, as i can with many 
of cowie’s works, and when i leave i still feel its 

calming effect. in my view it is about friendship,  
and, in particular, the friendships of youth. and of 
course cowie drew and painted youth with  
great skill and sympathy, and in this painting he 
catches that moment where the young people  
seem to be confronted with the future. that is  
also present in so many of his drawings of his pupils 
and students.

there is a certain melancholy in some of the 
drawings, but this, i think is outweighed by other 
qualities to be found in them, and that quality is 
simply calm. the world is a place of noise and 
conflict; here there is calm, there is silence, there is 
stillness. i am fortunate in having some of his works 
in my home. i look at them every day. i stand before 
them and feel their sense of quiet and their simple 
beauty reach out to touch me. i find them a blessing.

alexaNDer mccall smitH
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the Blue Shirt (Self Portrait), 1945-50, oil on canvas, 66 x 55.5 cms
courtesy the University of edinburgh
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introduction

james cowie was one of the finest draughtsmen of his 
generation: drawing was the very essence of what he 
did, but his drawing was never showy, no mere display 
of virtuosity like the work of augustus john, for 
instance, which he loathed. rather for him drawing 
was a way of raising something observed into a visual 
idea that has its own energy and integrity on the page 
and subsequently, too, on the canvas, for he always 
worked through drawing to painting. Nor is it fanciful 
to put it that way, it merely paraphrases his own 
words; to copy nature, he said, “is to me not enough 
for a picture, which must be an idea, a concept built 
of much that in its total combination it would never 
be possible to see and to copy.” such a stern ambition 
took a great deal of thought and so he worked out his 
ideas on paper. He made studies for compositions to 
be painted and of figures and other details that occur 
in them, but also too of things that simply caught his 
eye. He did make drawings that are compositions in 
themselves, especially latterly when he was inspired by 
the enigmatic work of the surrealists, but even when 
an idea eventually became a finished watercolour, he 
made preparatory drawings for it as several here bear 
witness. 

His methods were like those of a renaissance 
master and, too, when he taught at Bellshill academy 
in the twenties and thirties and later at Hospitalfield, 
just as raphael used his studio assistants as models, 
he took advantage of the presence of his pupils 
and students to study the figure and to compose 
groups. the drawing of a girl on a Chair (cat.5), 
for instance, was no doubt done in his classroom 
at Bellshill. two at least of the figure groups here 
also seem to have been done in that classroom and 
another is evidently of a group of students in the 
studio at Hospitalfield. the drawing of four school 
girls is also squared up as though to be transferred 
to canvas. it bears some resemblance to the finished 
painting called intermission and may represent a stage 
in the development of that composition. the same 
may be true of the other figure compositions here, 

although none of them seem to have been realised 
as paintings at all directly. studies like these did 
however lead to some of his finest pictures. one of 
them, Falling Leaves, a painting of two girls by the 
window of a classroom, is also adumbrated here in 
the still life Book and Leaves (cat. 19). the book is 
open at a reproduction of millais’s autumn Leaves to 
which cowie’s painting pays homage. in a rare essay 
in print media he also made this drawing into a wood 
engraving.

cowie also studied details exactly as the 
renaissance masters did. there are drapery studies 
here, for instance. one of them, a drawing of a 
forearm and sleeve, represents the forearm of the 
girl in the painting, Portrait group, in the sNGma. 
another study of a boy’s right arm is an outstanding 
drawing although it does not appear to relate directly 
to any composition. 

there are also two life drawings in pencil and a 
beautiful chalk drawing of a nude, hands raised as 
though to adjust an earring, was also certainly done 
from the life. the latter drawing is dated 1939 and 
the model is posing for a figure in cowie’s ambitious 
composition, the evening Star. Done at Hospitalfield, 
the evening Star seems to translate the studio there to 
a dramatic setting on the cliffs near arbroath. there 
is also a pencil drawing of a classical torso, perhaps 
of Venus, with what might be the bust of clytie (the 
original is in the British museum) just legible behind 
it. a beautiful separate study of the bust of clytie, 
which also appears in Still Life with Picasso Book (cat. 
27), is on the verso of this drawing. the drawing itself 
is a study for a watercolour. Beneath it, however, 
there are two small compositional sketches which 
seem to be early thoughts for the evening Star. the 
cast of the bust of clytie, another female bust, the 
tanagra figures and the torso that variously feature 
in these drawings were part of the Hospitalfield 
collection. it provided the artist with inspiration 
when the house was empty of students who were 
only there in the summer months. Hospitalfield 
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House itself appears here in an unfinished 
watercolour, and also a luminous chalk drawing of an 
interior window.

 there are earlier works here too, however. 
the lovely, pensive portrait of his first wife Nancy 
Buchanan whom he married in 1918 is dated to the 
following year (cat. 1). it already shows the power of 
his draughtsmanship, but also his uncompromising 
approach to portraiture seen here, too, in several 
other portrait studies. His eye for the awkward 
detail is apparent in the stark haircuts of the two 
girls in the watercolour, in the Country (cat. 14). the 
portrait of a girl wearing glasses and the uniform 
of the wrNs is another really striking example of 
the directness of his portraiture (cat. 31). so too is 
the lovely chalk drawing, the Satin Blouse (cat. 17). 
Deliberate echoes of Giorgione’s Laura in the girl’s 
pose and distant gaze and the laurel leaves behind 
her head, though combined here with prickly holly, 
reflect cowie’s own feeling of affinity with the 
renaissance masters. 

after his first wife Nancy’s tragically early death, 
cowie married alice Graham and they travelled to 
Paris. two Paris scenes here seem to record that trip 
and are among several directly observed landscapes 
which are a feature of this collection. one of the 
most beautiful, called here aberdeen Landscape (cat. 8), 
seems in fact to be a view of Netherton of Dalgety, 
the farm that was cowie’s childhood home. this 
little group of farm buildings appears frequently in 
his work, and, as here, is often seen from a distance 
as though looking back to childhood in memory’s 
long perspective. Unusually, a pencil drawing of 
roofs and trees seems to be a closer view of the 
farm. sheltered by trees, it is tucked snugly into the 
folds of the landscape in a way that suggests samuel 
Palmer was his inspiration. there is a similar sense 
of richness and enclosure in a lovely study of trees 
in leaf. 

cowie admired Paul Nash and the english 
painter’s example might well lie behind his habit of 
placing objects enigmatically in the foreground of 
a landscape as he does in Still Life with glass, apple 
and Spoon (cat. 33) and several other compositions 
here. these odd juxtapositions and the consequent 
disjunctions of scale create a sense of mystery. 
cowie’s habit of using actual sheets of glass, and in 
one example a glass of water, within a composition 
like this to set up reflections and spatial ambiguities 
seems to be entirely his own, however. in the ink 
drawing tanagra Figures (Planes and Figures) (cat. 37) 

and the pencil drawing Still Life with tanagra Figure 
(cat. 26) the arrangement of glass sheets is quite 
clear. in these compositions you can also see how 
he put reproductions behind glass to add to the 
complexities of space and reference. the germ of 
these ideas might come from Nash’s Dream Landscape 
in which a transparent screen and a framed picture 
are set against a view of cliffs. indeed in Still Life 
with Picasso Book (cat. 27), cowie actually includes a 
screen. Nevertheless, the strength of his vision and 
his draughtsmanship, as we see it, for instance, in the 
eloquently simple still life with Bowl and Glass, give 
his work a quality that is unique. 

one of the finest drawings here is the artist and 
his model (cat. 25). the female torso that occurs in 
several of these drawings dominates the composition. 
it is drawn twice, from the front and from behind as 
though it is facing its own reflection in a mirror and 
we are behind it. it is framed in a classical doorway 
against a blue sky, or, ambiguously perhaps the  
frame could be that of the mirror which reflects  
the sky behind us. the figure appears huge, though 
other drawings show it was actually quite small.  
its power defies any suggestion that it is just so much 
abstract form and instead gives it back its original 
erotic charge. there to appreciate it, too, is the 
artist himself, or at least his hat. apparently floating 
without its wearer at the bottom of the picture, it 
stands in for him – and indeed for his self-portrait 
for it too must be a reflection – dwarfed by this 
towering, elemental female form. 

acknowledging the power of the erotic and its 
place in both life and art was central to what the 
surrealists did and indeed to their legacy. No other 
British artist affirmed that idea with such subtlety 
and humour as cowie does here. a similar female 
torso appears in Giorgio de chirico’s painting,  
the Uncertainty of the Poet, and an isolated hat was 
almost the signature of magritte. thus cowie also 
pays direct tribute to two of the artists most closely 
identified with surrealism, but his own picture 
is itself a miniature surrealist masterpiece. the 
presence of the antique torso is indicative of his 
determined classicism, but the way he uses it shows 
how poetically suggestive its formality could be 
when endowed with such strength of feeling as it is 
here by his control and his masterly command of 
drawing.

DUNcaN macmillaN
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1 nancy (artist’s Wife), 1919
conté and wash drawing, 25 x 25 cms
signed and dated upper left

this delicate drawing is a portrait of the artist’s first wife, Nancy, whom 

he married in 1918. it relates to an oil portrait of the same date where 

she wears a wide-brimmed hat but here the positioning of the hands 

and reclining pose suggests she may be sitting up in bed. Nancy died 

tragically young in 1924.
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2 Landscape (glasgow), c.1920
watercolour, 12.5 x 16 cms
signed lower right
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3 Landscape, Lanarkshire, c.1920
watercolour, 10.8 x 15.5 cms
signed lower right
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4 nude Study, c.1920
pencil drawing, 38 x 28 cms
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5 girl on a Chair, c.1930
wash drawing, 37 x 26 cms

cowie executed many of these pen and wash drawings, studies of the 

girls at the school often observed in snapshot poses, working or in 

conversation.
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6 Coastal Study (possibly Whitby), 1925-1930
watercolour, 20 x 31.5 cms
signed lower right
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7 Lake District, Patterdale, c.1925
pencil and wash drawing, 19.5 x 29.5 cms
signed lower right

there were early family holidays to the lakes; ruth was born in 1923. 

cowie is typically spare in his approach but captures the scale of the 

lakeland hills and warmth of the season.
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8 aberdeen Landscape, c.1925
pencil and chalk drawing, 11.8 x 28.5 cms

the rolling agricultural landscape around his birthplace near 

cuminestown is imbued with a deep familiarity in cowie’s early 

drawings. the landscape will be referenced in his later surrealist 

compositions as a leitmotif for his memory, youth and simplicity.
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9 House in Parkland, France, c.1927
watercolour, 13.2 x 26.2 cms
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10 the Seine, Paris, c.1927
pencil and watercolour, 21.5 x 27.5 cms
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11 Head of a girl, 1925-30
pencil drawing, 40 x 38 cms
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12 girl’s Head, 1925-30
pencil drawing, 25 x 23 cms
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13 Head Study, girl, 1925-30
chalk drawing, 29.5 x 26 cms

exHiBiteD
James Cowie, a Retrospective exhibition of Paintings, Pastels, Drawings and 
Watercolours, the scottish Gallery, edinburgh, 1986

this study has every cowie virtue of draughtsmanship, poignancy and 

insight and was used as the invitation of his exhibition at the scottish 

Gallery in 1986.
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14 in the Country, 1930
watercolour, 22 x 23 cms
signed lower left

ProVeNaNce
label verso inscribed ‘Young People’

exHiBiteD
royal scottish academy, edinburgh, 1953; James Cowie, memorial 
exhibition, the arts council scottish committee, travelling exhibition, 
1957, cat. 53

the isolation of the two girls (who must surely be sisters or at least 

have gone to the same hairdresser and asked for a louise Brooks ‘bob’) 

and the setting in an extensive landscape invites comparison with the 

oil composition Summer is icumen in; in both, the viewer is invited to 

imagine a story. like a good modernist cowie is not didactic but rather 

allows the viewer to imagine a narrative; cowie images have been 

sought often for book covers for their poetic or enigmatic presence.
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15 aberdeenshire Landscape, c.1930
oil on canvas board, 27 x 35 cms
signed lower right
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16 Study of Drapery, c.1940
pencil drawing, 32 x 24 cms

this drapery study is used in the complete Still Life with Picasso Book  

(cat. 27)
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17 the Satin Blouse, c.1935
chalk drawing, 38 x 30.5 cms
signed lower right

ProVeNaNce
Bellshill academy, Glasgow; Bill jackson (former director of the 
scottish Gallery); Private collection, canada.

exHiBiteD
arbroath art society, arbroath, 1947; t & r annan & sons, Glasgow, 
1947; French institute, edinburgh, 1951; James Cowie, memorial 
exhibition, the arts council scottish committee, travelling exhibition, 
1957, cat. 70; Bellshill academy acquisitions exhibition, Bellshill academy, 
Glasgow, 1977, cat. 32; James Cowie, a Retrospective exhibition of Paintings, 
Pastels, Drawings and Watercolours, the scottish Gallery, edinburgh, 1986
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18 Figure with apple and Vase, c.1935
watercolour and conté, 20.5 x 24.5 cms
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19 Book and Leaves, 1935 
mixed media, 28 x 35.5 cms
signed lower right

ProVeNaNce
Bellshill academy, Glasgow

exHiBiteD
James Cowie, memorial exhibition, the arts council scottish committee, 
travelling exhibition, 1957, cat. 75; Recent acquisitions, the scottish 
Gallery, edinburgh, 1977, cat. 30
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20 Composition Study, c.1935
pencil on Birchmore canvas board, 19.5 x 24.5 cms

this study and the next (cat. 21) are examples of the artist’s first 

working out of a composition. He draws the rectangular format he 

will use rather than using the whole sheet. the next drawing will be a 

squared-up version from which he will move on to the painting.
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21 Composition of three Figures Looking at a Drawing, c.1935
pencil drawing, 26 x 26 cms
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22 Roofs and trees, c.1939

pencil drawing, 21 x 25.5 cms
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23 Bust of Clytie, c.1941
pencil drawing, 34 x 30 cms
inscribed ‘clytie’ verso
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24 the nude, 1939
chalk drawing, 68.5 x 32 cms
signed lower right

ProVeNaNce
col. r.D.Q. Henriques collection; Private collection, canada

exHiBiteD
James Cowie, memorial exhibition, the arts council scottish committee, 
travelling exhibition, 1957, cat. 81

the setting seems to be the Hospitalfield life class but as is typical with 

cowie it is not a straightforward rendition. there seem to be drawings 

pinned to the wall: cowie studies of students and on the easel is a glazed 

picture reflecting the astragals of a window; the figure is close to the 

tanagra figurines he would incorporate into so many compositions 

from now. the figure is indeed to be used again as one of the maidens 

in his masterpiece evening Star (1940-1944, aberdeen art Gallery) and 

this drawing shares a stygian light with the painting, whose apparent 

setting is a cave (inspired by Dickmont’s Den near arbroath) creating 

an atmosphere of mystery and even menace.
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25 the artist and his model, c.1940
pencil and pastel, 38 x 27 cms
signed lower right

illUstrateD
richard calvocoressi, James Cowie, National Galleries of scotland, 
edinburgh, 1979, plate. 52

the enigmatic title confirms that the hat and feint features do represent 

the artist but the model is a plaster cast: the Venus de medici (a statuette 

which was also used in still life by sj Peploe). a recurring motif of 

including front and back aspects without the conventional device of 

a mirror (seen also in noon, 1946, aberdeen art Gallery) provides 

the compositional crux while a cool exterior seen through a classical 

aperture contains the self portrait, partially hidden under a bush. 

cowie playfully asserts his credentials as a classicist but comes close to 

magrittian surrealism.
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26 Still Life with tanagra Figure, c.1940
pencil drawing, 19.5 x 24 cms

exHiBiteD
James Cowie, Bourne Fine art, london, 1987, cat. 54
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27 Still Life with Picasso Book, c.1940
pencil drawing, 34 x 25 cms
signed lower right

cowie left parts of his sheet ‘unfinished’ as a device to heighten the 

sense of unreality in his work. He enjoyed the play of hyper-realism 

and absence, of flat and modelled, of scale: real and implied, denying 

many conventions of taught practice. Here is surrealist assemblage, taken 

on into three dimensions by joseph cornell, but often using a very 

personal set of props and motifs pointing to a consistent aesthetic.
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28 Study for the Plough, c.1940
pencil and watercolour, 28 x 24 cms

in the Plough, 1940 (private collection, illustrated: richard calvocoressi, 

James Cowie, National Galleries of scotland, edinburgh, 1979, plate. 

49) the tanagra figurines are posed as on a stage in front of landscape 

‘postcards’ fixed at an angle on posts all before a backdrop like an early 

renaissance fresco. in later Hospitalfield works like Still Life with glass, 

apple and Spoon (cat. 33) the setting is clearly exterior and the landscape 

always drawn from his aberdeenshire boyhood.
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29 Study of arm and Jacket, c.1940
pencil and chalk drawing, 52 x 27 cms
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30 Back of a nude, c.1944
charcoal on paper, 34.5 x 25 cms

what appears to be a conventional life drawing is instead 

a playful animation of a classical figure, more fleshly than 

might have met with ruskin’s approval, but brutally 

truncated at the head where the remnants of the ‘carved’ 

hair fall down the back.
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31 HmS, Portrait of a Wren, c.1941
pastel on blue paper, 39 x 25 cms

exHiBiteD
James Cowie, Bourne Fine art, london, 1987, cat. 33

cowie’s HmS is a rare direct, powerful and moving depiction of a serving 

wren which ranks alongside edward Baird’s few, arresting portraits and 

his own a Scottish Policeman (1941, Glasgow museums and art Gallery) 

in acknowledging the home front in the war.
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32 trees near Hospitalfield, c.1944
pencil drawing, 36.5 x 25.5 cms
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33 Still Life with glass, apple and Spoon, 1944
mixed media, 25 x 47 cms

illUstrateD
richard calvocoressi, James Cowie, National Galleries of scotland, 
edinburgh, 1979, plate. 54

exHiBiteD
James Cowie, memorial exhibition, the arts council scottish committee, 
travelling exhibition, 1957, cat. 64; James Cowie, the artist at Work, 
scottish National Gallery of modern art, edinburgh, 1978, as Still Life 
with mirror; Paintings – Drawings – Watercolours, cyril Gerber Fine art, 
Glasgow, 1988; James Cowie RSa, Bourne Fine art, edinburgh, 2013
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34 Studio Composition with apple and two Heads, c.1944
pencil drawing, 37 x 43 cms
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35 Farm Steading, Hospitalfield (study), 1945
pencil and watercolour, 60.5 x 43 cms
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36 interior, Hospitalfield, c.1945
chalk drawing, 26 x 19 cms
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37 tanagra Figures (Planes and Figures), c.1947
pen and pastel, 30.5 x 31 cms
signed lower right
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1886 Born in Netherton of Dalgety, aberdeenshire
1906  studied at United Free church training college, aberdeen. also began Honours english course at 

aberdeen University. inspired to pursue career in art through association with james Hector, art 
master at United Free college

1909  art master at Fraserburgh academy. Brief visit to Paris
1912-14  studied drawing and painting at Glasgow school of art
1915-35  appointed art master at Bellshill academy, Glasgow
1916  conscientious objector. joined Pioneer corps near edinburgh
1918  marries Nancy Buchanan
1924  Nancy Buchanan dies of tuberculosis
1926  marries alice Graham
1935-36  appointed Head of Painting, Gray’s school of art, aberdeen
1936  elected associate of royal scottish academy
1937-47  Becomes warden of Hospitalfield college of art, arbroath
1943  elected member of royal scottish academy
1948  moves to edinburgh to take up post of secretary of royal scottish academy
1952  receives Honorary Degree of Doctor of law from edinburgh University.
 suffers a stroke
1956  Dies in edinburgh, buried in family grave in monquitter churchyard, aberdeenshire 

Solo exhibitions

1935  mclellan Galleries, Glasgow
1951  French institute, edinburgh
1956  memorial exhibition, the scottish Gallery, edinburgh
1957  memorial exhibition, the arts council scottish committee, edinburgh, and touring to Glasgow, 

Paisley, Perth, Dundee, aberdeen, arbroath
1976  Fine art society, edinburgh
1978  the artist at Work, scottish National Gallery of modern art, edinburgh
1986  a Retrospective exhibition of Paintings, Pastels, Drawings and Watercolours, the scottish Gallery, 

edinburgh
1987  James Cowie, Bourne Fine art, london
1988  Paintings – Drawings – Watercolours, cyril Gerber Fine art, Glasgow
2013  James Cowie RSa, Bourne Fine art, edinburgh
2015  enigmata, the scottish Gallery, edinburgh

Biography
james cowie rsa, llD
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Selected group exhibitions

1929  the Younger group, alexander reid and lefevre, london
1933  exhibition of Royal Scottish Society of Painters in Watercolour, National Gallery of canada, ottawa
1935 Contemporary Scottish Painting, the Gallery, st. andrews
1938  empire exhibition, scotland, Palace of arts, Glasgow
1939  exhibition of Scottish art, Burlington House, london
1941  art for the People, British institute for adult education, National Gallery of scotland, edinburgh 
1948  Four Scottish Painters, arts council for Great Britain, edinburgh
1950-51  a Selection of Painters from the SSa, arts council scottish committee touring exhibition
1950  Scottish Painters, British council
1951  Scottish Painters’ Progress, aberdeen art Gallery
 Contemporary Scottish Paintings, arts council scottish committee touring exhibition
1952  Scottish genre Paintings, arts council scottish committee touring exhibition
1952  Contemporary Scottish Paintings, arts council scottish committee touring exhibition
 
 cowie exhibited at the rsa in the following years: 1916, 1921, 1922, 1923, 1932-56;  

and at the royal Glasgow institute in 1922, 1924, 1926, 1927, 1932-41, 1943, 1946, 1947, 1949,  
1953-56.

Public Collections

aberdeen art Gallery and museums
angus council
city of edinburgh council
Dundee art Galleries and museums
Glasgow museums
Hunterian art Gallery, University of Glasgow
National museums liverpool
National trust for scotland
Paisley museum and art Gallery
Perth and Kinross council
royal scottish academy, edinburgh
scottish arts council, edinburgh
scottish National Gallery of modern art, edinburgh
tate Britain, london
the Fleming collection, london
University of aberdeen
University of edinburgh
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Group of art students, aberdeen, c.1906. cowie can be seen standing far left.

james cowie, c.1938 james cowie, c.1950

archive images illustrated in richard calvocoressi, James Cowie, National Galleries of scotland, edinburgh, 1979
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cowie with his students at Hospitalfield, 1938. left to right john laurie, wastel cooper, cowie, john miller, 
robert Henderson Blyth, robert colquhoun. in front robert macbryde, Neil russel

Hospitalfield, arbroath

mr and mrs cowie and joan eardley at lunan Bay, 
arbroath, 1947.

the scottish Gallery exhibition card, 1956
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